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Introduction 
The Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park is one of the last refuges for sharks remaining on the planet.  It provides a 
shelter for a wide variety of threatened and protected marine species, and redistributes life into the surrounding 
waters. This rare beacon of hope in Southeast Asia represents an oceanic oasis at the heart of an overexploited, 
overfished desert. It is a vestige of what the oceans once were, and a brilliant model for what they should be 
again.  

Despite all of this, very little is known about the sharks that call this unique UNESCO World Heritage Site home 
and Expedition Shark plays a crucial role in understanding the importance of TRNP for sharks. 

LAMAVE and the Tubbataha Management Office (TMO) have been monitoring the sharks and rays of Tubbataha 
Reefs Natural Park (TRNP) since 2015, which marked the first Expedition Shark. The research focused on shark 
abundance, diversity and movement using a combination of Baited Remote Underwater Visual Surveys (BRUVS), 
underwater visual census (UVC) and satellite tracking. This research documented 	 incredibly high numbers of 
reefs sharks in the park when compared with other marine protected areas (MPAs) around the world, 
highlighting the importance of large, well-managed marine protected areas like TRNP for their conservation. In 
2016 the team tagged the first tiger shark in the coral triangle, while on-going research focuses on building the 
country’s largest acoustic network to monitor the movements and behaviour of tagged reef mantas, grey reef 
sharks and tiger sharks. 

This year’s expedition will continue this research between April 17-24, 2019, and will explore the secrets behind 
the conservation value of this reef, revealing the key to repopulating sharks in the Coral Triangle. How are tiger 
sharks using marine protected areas like Tubbataha? Is it home to Asia's largest tiger shark aggregation? Where 
do the whale sharks that frequent this reef travel to, and are they venturing into the dangerous waters of the 
South China Sea to reproduce?  Join us now to find the answers and be a part of the solution. You can read 
more about our research here: www.lamave.org/sharks#tubbataha-reefs   

 

Photo by Simon Pierce, Marine Megafauna Foundation 
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What	is	Expedition	Shark	#5?	
On April 17th 2019, a team of shark experts will travel to Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park to continue our 
assessment of sharks and rays within the park during an 8-day expedition. Tubbataha is a group of remote 
tropical atolls located in the Sulu Sea, Philippines, approximately 150 km from the nearest port.  Lying directly in 
the heart of the Coral Triangle, Tubbataha is an essential sanctuary for the rapidly disappearing sharks of 
Southeast Asia. With your help, we will accomplish the following: 

 
• Conduct Underwater Visual Census  (UVC) to understand changes in shark abundance over time at the 

park.  
• Photo-identification of marine megafauna including turtles, mantas and whale sharks. 
• Deploy satellite tags on tiger sharks to identify habitat use and migration routes.   
• Deploy acoustic tags on tiger and grey reef sharks to understand site fidelity and inter reef movements.  
• Retrieve and download the data from the acoustic listening stations  

 

 
Photo by Ryan Murray| LAMAVE  
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Are	you	up	for	it? 
This is a unique opportunity to join a team of experts on a mission to one of the last shark havens in Southeast 
Asia. Being an expedition, the explorer would have to:	

• Have excellent diving skills (40+ dives) 
• At least Advance Open Water PADI or Equivalent Certification 
• Be comfortable to work long hours in a busy environment, in the confinement of a boat 
• Be happy to work in a team 
• Have their own dive equipment (see below for rent) 
• Passionate about conservation and the environment 
• Excited to see lots of sharks and rays! 

 
The cost of the expedition is $2,500 (USD). The trip will include: 

• Full board (food, snacks and soft drinks) and accommodation on the vessel 
• Unlimited diving (3-4 dives a day) 
• Training on elasmobranch and turtle research & conservation 
• Opportunity to be part of the shark tagging team, working closely with the Tubbataha Management 

Office Park Rangers 
• Exclusive access to learn more about shark research in the coral triangle 
• The opportunity to participate in shark research and contribute to conservation efforts in the Philippines.  

 

The above price does not include: 

• Transport to and from Puerto Princesa City, Palawan 
• Medical and diver’s insurance (mandatory) 
• Dive equipment (only weights & tanks provided) 
• Alcoholic beverages (can be purchased in Puerto Princesa City) 
• Toiletries 

 
Please note that dates and dive sites are strictly dependent on weather, presence of other divers and 
conditions for the research at hand. 

Embarkation: Afternoon,  April 17th 2019  12;00 noon Puerto Princesa City Baywalk Park 

Disembarkation: Morning April 24th 2019  9:00 am Puerto Princesa City Baywalk Park 

Number of Nights: 7 

Number of Expedition Participants: 12 (4 Guests – 8 Researchers) 

Vessel: RV NAVORCA 
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The	Team	of	Explorers 
Gonzalo Araujo, MSc. - Originally from Argentina, Gonzo pursued his studies in the UK, initially with a lab-based 
degree in biotechnology (BSc Hons), and then a spreadsheet-based MSc. Today he oversees LAMAVEs strategy 
on the conservation of whale sharks and turtles. He and the team are using a combination of minimally-invasive 
techniques (e.g. photo-ID, focal follows) and new technologies (e.g. 3D tags) to understand habitat use and 
distribution of these endangered species. He works closely with project leaders to achieve conservation outputs.  

Ryan Murray, BSc. Originally from Ireland, Ryan has more recently acquired the nickname "Honorary Ranger" for 
his work studying sharks and rays with the rangers of Tubbataha Reefs Natural Park. Ryan leads LAMAVEs work 
in both Tubbataha Reef Natural Park and Cagayancillo.   

Dr Alessandro Ponzo, DVM. - Dr. Ponzo began his career as an ethologist, completing his thesis on odontocete 
cognition. In 2002, he studied orca whales for a non-profit conservation organization in Alaska. In 2004, he was 
part of the first international expedition to search for the critically endangered Western Pacific Gray Whale along 
the Russian coast of the Bering Sea. In 2010, Dr. Ponzo founded the Large Marine Vertebrates Project in the 
Philippines, where he has been working tirelessly to conserve marine vertebrates in the Bohol Sea and 
throughout the country. 

Joshua Rambahiniarison, MSc. Josh grew up in the French Alpsthough his roots are in Madagascar. A biology 
graduate with a passion for diving, Josh went on to study a masters in Sustainable Development, which 
included a year at the University of Reunion Island studying Biodiversity and Tropical Ecosystems. Josh's 
main interest is elasmobranchs; he leads LAMAVE research on Mobulidae in Ticao and El Nido. 

Sally Snow, BSc. - Both a Zoologist and a Filmmaker, Sally is incredibly passionate about science communication. 
She has worked with the BBC, National Geographic, PTS, S4C and is a two-time grantee of the Conservation 
Media Group. She oversees LAMAVEs media output from print, online to film. She is passionate about using 
conservation filmmaking as a tool for behavioural change and delivering stories that connect people and the 
environment. 

Jessica Labaja, BSc. Jess grew up in Iligan, Mindanao, before embarking on an IT career in Manila. She quit the 
corporate world, to pursue her passion for marine conservation and today she is the country's leading female 
whale shark researcher. Jess plays a vital role in LAMAVEs in-country strategy and currently leads LAMAVE 
research on Rapid Bycatch Assessments.  
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Conservation	Project	and	Research	information	
Project Title: Assess the biodiversity of elasmobranch species (including apex predators) at Tubbataha Reefs 
Natural Park. 

The Large Marine Vertebrates Research Institute Philippines is a non-stock non-profit Filipino NGO registered 
in the Philippines in 2014 (formerly LAMAVE Project since 2010) for the conservation of the marine environment 
through research and education. 

The study will be done in collaboration with the Tubbataha Management Office and WWF-Philippines. 

Objectives  

To assess the status of the population of elasmobranchs in the waters of TRNP, promote their conservation 
through science-based management, and increase awareness locally and internationally.  

Goals:  

1. Assess the biodiversity of elasmobranchs in TRNP waters.  
2. Assess the abundance and distribution of the most common elasmobranch species.  
3. Identify long-range migration patterns of manta and tiger sharks through national and international 

waters.  
4. Identify site fidelity and habitat use within the Park and movements between Atolls. 
5. Provide the TMO with a series of tools and materials to promote the reefs on a national and international 

level. 
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Research	Methods	
This study will employ minimally or non-invasive techniques to collect biological and ecological data regarding 
the elasmobranch populations in Tubbataha.  

The following techniques and technologies will be use to maximize effort and output:  

• Underwater Visual Surveys (UVS)  
• Photo-Identification of sharks, rays and turtles 
• Satellite Tagging of Tiger sharks 
• Acoustic Tagging of tiger sharks and grey reef sharks 
• Deployment of Acoustic receivers throughout TRNP 

 
Underwater Visual Survey  

Diver-based Underwater Visual Census (UVC), particularly transect-based surveys, are key tools in the study of 
fish ecology. These techniques have been used in the past in TRNP (Alava 2010; Walker and Palomar-Abesamis 
2005; White at al 2012) and the utilization of the same methodology in the same study site will allow to compare 
data and be able to assess trends in population presence and distributions.  
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Satellite & Acoustic Tagging of tiger sharks and grey reef sharks  

Tiger sharks are long migratory predators, and nothing is known about their ecology in the Philippines. We are 
trying to collect anecdotal data from regional reports to identify the range and presence of this species in the 
archipelago. We will deploy SPOT6 and PAT tags on a few individuals to follow their movement and identify their 
range and habitat use. Through these tags (some of which transmit data almost real time) we can get a better 
understanding of which areas are important for the species, and where conservation efforts should be focused 
in order to protect them. 

We will also deploy acoustic tags on tiger sharks and grey reef sharks. These tags will provide us an understanding 
of their local habitat use, movement throughout the year, and connectivity within TRNP atolls and to neighboring 
seamounts as part of a larger study. The tags are small and are implanted one at a time, as we only use a single 
hook to reduce any stress and risk of injury during shark capture. 
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 Tentative	Itinerary	and	Activities 

Dates (2019) Activity 

April 17 Boarding in Puerto Princesa in afternoon – Briefing - Cruising to TRNP Overnight 

April 18 
Arriving at Ranger Station- Equipment Test Diving - Research Briefing and Protocol- 
Presentation of Results from the Park Team – Morning and Afternoon Fun Dives + 
Acoustic Receiver Retrieval/Deployment 

April 19 
Team 1: Ranger Boat Shark Tagging. Team 2: UVS/Acoustic Receivers 
Retrieval/Deployment Team 3: Fun diving + WS/Manta/Turtle Photo-ID 

April 20 
Team 1: Ranger Boat Shark Tagging. Team 2: UVS/Acoustic Receivers 
Retrieval/Deployment Team 3: Fun diving + WS/Manta/Turtle Photo-ID 

April 21 
Team 1: Ranger Boat Shark Tagging. Team 2: UVS/Acoustic Receivers 
Retrieval/Deployment Team 3: Fun diving + WS/Manta/Turtle Photo-ID 

April 22 
Team 1: Ranger Boat Shark Tagging. Team 2: UVS/Acoustic Receivers 
Retrieval/Deployment Team 3: Fun diving + WS/Manta/Turtle Photo-ID 

April 23 
Team 1: Ranger Boat Shark Tagging. Team 2: UVS/Acoustic Receivers 
Retrieval/Deployment Team 3: Fun diving + WS/Manta/Turtle Photo-ID 
Depart for Puerto Princesa City in late afternoon. Travel overnight to PPC. 

April 24 Arrive in Puerto Princesa at sunrise. Breakfast onboard, then depart. 
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Dive	Site	Information	
NORTH ATOLL  

MALAYAN WRECK is a drift dive on a nice wall where hammerheads are frequent. Grey sharks and white sharks 
are always there. The nice reef has caves which give refuge to the nurse shark. The dive ends in the wreck with 
the bumphead parrotfish.  

WALL STREET is a sharp corner with strong currents liked by schools juvenile grey sharks and whitetip sharks. 
The night is done in Malayan Wreck which attracts all the bumped parrot fishes. 

SHARK AIRPORT is the biggest cleaning station of Tubbataha. A drift dives are on an extremely rich plateau. 
Everything can arrive: schools of silky sharks, schools of grey sharks, and whitetip sharks. Best sites to spot the 
whale shark and especially the guitar shark!  

SEAFAN ALLEY is the spot to look for pygmy sea horses and longnose hawkfish.  A good spot too, for barracudas, 
tunas, and reef sharks. It is a wall dive with large Gorgonian sea fans. 

SOUTH ATOLL 

KO-OK - looking for school of hammerhead sharks in the blue, we continue on a magnificent coral plateau under 
the shadow of school of jack fishes.  

DELSAN WRECK - jack fishes, grey sharks, whitetip sharks, tawny nurse shark, sometimes tiger sharks and whale 
sharks come to this cleaning station. Schools of snappers and sweetlips are all around with reef sharks and eagle 
rays passing by. It has very good micro life on the wreck and turtles are common in this site. 

TRIGGER FISH CITY is a drifting scuba dive above a shining white sand plateau in contrast with Japanese gardens, 
the sun lighting the corals give an extraordinary dimension to this dive. 

BLACK ROCK - enjoy this gigantic cleaning station. Located at the northeast corner of Tubbataha’s South Atoll, 
the Black Rock plateau slopes gently from 15 to 25 m in depth. Whitetip sharks are often seen sleeping on the 
seabed or cruising in search of prey with a bluefin tuna and trevally in tandem. It is very common to see eagle 
rays, school of grey sharks, black and white tip sharks. Schools of surgeonfish, rainbow runners, sweetlips, nurse 
sharks found resting under huge coral tables. Even leaf fish, scribbled filefish, and some lobsters can be found 
here. 

AMOS ROCK is a nice wall very rich in hard and soft corals frequented by school of barracudas, large stingrays, 
marble rays and other large pelagic.  

JESSIE BEAZLEY - an outside reef to the north west of the atolls. Hammerhead sharks, silky sharks, and grey reef 
sharks are frequent. The southern end of the Jessie Beazley Reef is one of the greatest dive spots found in the 
system. It is rewarded for the excellence of its water’s visibility and spectacular marine life. Aside from being an 
excellent dive spot, it is also an ideal place for macro-underwater photography. It has an extensive reef top with 
lots of beautiful whips and large table corals. These serve as the homes of parrotfish, cornetfish, trumpetfish, 
rabbitfish, hawkfish, anthias, fire gobies, boxfish, manta rays, eagle rays, triggerfish, batfish, pennant fish, 
spotted sweetlips, snappers, jacks, whitetip reef sharks, blacktip reef sharks, grey reef sharks, clownfish, and 
many more! 
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Reserve	your	space	now	
Places on the research expedition are on a first come, first served basis. To reserve your space and ensure you 
are part of this amazing research expedition, email info@lamave.org with Expedition Shark 5 in the email subject.  

 

   


